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UNILATERAL ANTLER COMBS
FROM ROMULIANA

Abstract. – In the course of investigations at Romuliana nine antler three-partite combs with a single row of teeth were found
in the Late Roman horizons dating from the late 4th – mid 5th century. They were found in Tower 19, in the Palace II sector
and in the Thermae sector. The combs can be classified as two types: three-partite unilateral combs with semicircular handle
(Petkovi} comb type VII) and three-partite unilateral combs with triangular handle decorated with horse protomes (Petkovi}
comb type VI). Two groups of these finds were distinguished after more detailed analysis; the earlier one including specimens
originating from the Chernyahov–Sîntana de Mureº culture and later one including specimens made under »barbarian«influence
and produced in Romuliana. These finds confirm the continuity of settlement at Romuliana in the Late Roman period,
from the final quarter of the 4th until the end of the 5th century and open up the question of the character of the settlement.
Key words. – Romuliana, Gamzigrad, Dacia Ripensis, Late Roman period, combs, antler,
Chernyahov–Sîntana de Mureº, Goths.

T

he combs from Romuliana studied in this paper
belong to the »barbarian« or »barbarized«
types of three-partite combs made of antler
and with a single row of teeth. They can be classified
into two basic types. One type is represented by seven
specimens of bell shape with semicircular handle that
are earlier and characteristic of the Chernyahov–Sîntana
de Mureº culture1. The somewhat later type includes
two combs with triangular handle decorated with horse
protomes and associated with the Roman cavalry units,
auxillia, which were made up of »barbarians«.2
The combs were found in three sectors at Gamzigrad – Romuliana: four were found in the south tower of
the west gate of the later fortification, known as Tower
19, two in the Palace II sector south to the temple of
Cybele in the north-eastern section of the fortification
and three in the Thermae sector in the south-eastern
section of the fortification (Fig. 1). All the combs were
discovered in a reliable archaeological context, i.e. in
clearly distinguished layers dated on the basis of stratigraphy and other finds including pottery, coins, fibulae
and the like. The finds merit publication because
combs of this type are not very frequent at Serbian sites
and may contribute to the better understanding of the
Late Roman period in the area.
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The unilateral antler combs from Romuliana mostly
come from the more recent excavations conducted
between 2002 to 2005. They are housed in the Gamzigrad Archaeological Collection in the National Museum
in Zaje~ar.3
The earliest combs from the south tower of the west
gate of Romuliana, Tower 19, date from the first horizon
of habitation established above the level of the mortar
floor substructure of Galerius’ building dating from
the final quarter of the 4th century.4
One small comb made of antler with a single row
of teeth and bell-shaped platings with saddle-like
endings and arched handle was discovered under the
foundations of a dry masonry structure in Tower 19,
i.e. the partition structure next to pillar 3, dating from
the end of the 4th century, and in the layer overlying the

1

Petkovi} 1995, 27–28, tip VII, var. 1, T. IX, 1–3.
Petkovi} 1995, 26–27, tip VI, var. 2, T. VIII, 5–7; Petkovi}
1999, 215 sq., Fig. 1, 1–2, 4–6.
3 I wish to express my thanks to my colleague Maja @ivi} MA,
custodian of the Archeological Collection in the National Museum
in Zaje~ar for making this material available to me.
4 Petkovi} 2003, 37–38, Sl. 1–5; Petkovi} 2006, 35, Pl. III. 3–4.
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the finds of unilateral antler combs

Fig. 1. Distribution of unilateral antler combs on Romuliana
Sl. 1. Distribucija jednorednih ~e{qeva od jeleweg roga na Romulijani

mortar substructure of the tower floor (Fig. 3). The
platings are fastened with nine bronze rivets around
which circles were engraved, making a motif of »eyelets«, and at the junction with the arched handle there
are two horizontal grooves. In the middle of the arched
handle is a small circular perforation probably for
attaching the comb to a ring or cord (Fig. 2. 3; Fig. 5).
A comb of the same type was found in the mentioned layer above the mortar substructure of the Tower
19 floor, between pillar 2 and western part of the interior tower wall. However, it was unskilfully remodelled
by its owner which, to my knowledge5 makes it unique
among antler-made combs (Fig. 2. 4; Fig. 6). The complete comb was reduced in size by shortening the platings and the arch of a handle was cut around so the de-

corative groove was next to the upper margin. The new
panel with teeth was inserted probably because the old
ones were damaged. It was awkwardly fitted to the
existing plate with teeth because they were of different
thickness and the density of teeth was not symmetrical.
The comb was fixed with five bronze rivets, one on the
arched handle, one on the platings above the old teeth
and three rivets one on top of the other on the side of

5 I have not encountered the comb, which was remodeled, i.e.
reconstructed in the period when it was in use neither among the published antler comb nor among the unpublished specimen I examined.
Nevertheless, the repaired and reconstructed objects including even
pottery vessels are not rare among the Roman finds.
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the plate where new teeth were inserted. The plate
broke at this spot during remodelling because of the
thickness of the panel with teeth so the »master« used
more rivets to fix it. Two holes for old rivets are visible
on the arched handle that after comb repair were used
for attaching to a ring or cord. The other ornaments on
the platings are also interesting. There are one dot-incircle and two concentric circles with a dot in the center
which are in completely excentric positions in relation
to the reduced plating.
However, another comb of the same type (Fig. 4)
was found next to the north-eastern corner of pillar 2
of Tower 19 at a level dating from the beginning of the
5th century and destroyed in a great conflagration discernible in the layer of burned soil and soot, i.e. in the
later horizon of the first half of the 5th century. This
comb is of somewhat larger size, the platings at the
junction with the handle has distinct saddle-like endings
and its decoration is more elaborate in comparison with
the previous specimens (Fig. 2. 5; Fig. 7). The platings
with the handle are shorter than the panel with teeth and
it is decorated along the edges with a double dotted line,
which rather carelessly follows the form of the plating.
The ornamentation, consisting of sixteen engraved
»eyelets« and ten bronze rivets alternately arranged in
a row, also follows the outline of the plating.
An exceptionally well-preserved small comb was
also found in Tower 19, in a layer dating from the end
of the 4th – beginning of the 5th century. It is made of
antler and has a triangular handle and a single row of
teeth, and it is decorated with an engraved pair of horse
protomes near the top of the comb. It also has a case
which, on the shorter sides, also has horse protomes. The
comb was found in its case, complete and undamaged
(Fig. 2. 1; Fig. 14). The comb platings are attached with
four iron rivets, two of which, in the central segment,
are elements of central ornament consisting of three
engraved concentric circles with dots in the centre surrounded symmetrically to the left and right with two
»eyelets« and above and below with one rivet respectively. The remaining two rivets are symmetrically
placed in the bottom corners of the platings. The case
is decorated with identical motif of concentric circles
repeated three times and joined by the tangent lines.
The iron rivets which fix two parts of the case are in
the place of the eyes on the horse protomes. On the
horse protomes on the comb and case there are small
circular perforations for the suspension loops.
Two fragmented unilateral bell-shaped combs with
semicircular handle with saddle-like endings were
found during test-trenching in the Palace II sector to
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the south of the temple of Cybele, i.e. in the northern
zone between the temple and the building with
corridor and many rooms (building D4), in the layer
dating from the end of 4th – to the beginning of the 5th
century. The platings of these combs are fixed with
bronze rivets and decorated with engraved series of
»eyelets« and horizontal grooves (Fig. 2. 6–7; Fig. 8).
These combs are similar to the specimens found in the
horizon dating from the final quarter of the 4th century
in Tower 19.
The unilateral antler-made combs found in the
Thermae sector come from the Late Roman horizons
dating from the final quarter of the 4th and from the 5th
century accumulated in the area of Galerius’ baths.
One very well preserved comb of bell-shape with
semicircular handle and platings attached by bronze
rivets (Fig. 9) comes from the layer with traces of fire
– ash, soot and burned soil that covered the mortar
floor, originating from the final quarter of the 4th
century and detected to the south and east of Galerius’
baths. The rivets on this polished comb have both a
utilitarian and a decorative function. So the rivets are
arranged on the semicircular handle in a cross-like
motif while on the rectangular segment of the plating
they are arranged in pairs along the lateral sides (Fig.
2. 8; Fig. 10). It is interesting to mention that the comb
was found under a large stone block, which fell form
some structure, and because of this it was protected from
the flames of this destructive conflagration. Judging
by the layer of ashes and soot this fire completely destroyed the mentioned horizon.
A fragmented antler comb with triangular handle
decorated with horse protomes was discovered in a
layer dated in the mid to late 5th century in a dry masonry structure, which was constructed in the apodyterium
of Galerius’ baths in the 5th century. One of the protomes is missing and the teeth are greatly damaged. The
triangular platings of the handle are attached with three
bronze rivets and decorated with the dot-in-circle motif.
The same motif was used to denote the eye of a horse
on the preserved protome and the mane is depicted
with incisions (Fig. 2. 2; Fig. 13).
One bell-shaped comb with semicircular handle
and platings fixed with five iron rivets was discovered
to the south of the baths in the wall of a slag pit (pit
3/04) dug from the level dating from the end of 5th –
beginning of 6th century and which was in fact the
floor of large metallurgical structure.6 The platings are

6

Petkovi}, @ivi} 2006, 140–146, Sl. 4.
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Fig. 2. The unilateral antler combs from Romuliana
Sl. 2. Troslojni jednoredni ~e{qevi od jeleweg roga iz Romulijane
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not decorated and were just polished (Fig. 2. 9; Fig.
12). The pit 3/04 is dug into earlier layers dating from
the end of 4th and the 5th century and extends to the level
of the mortar floor originating from the final quarter of
the 4th century (Fig. 11). Therefore, I think that this comb
comes from the layer dated in the middle – second half
of the 5th century and not from the slag pit of the large
furnace 7/04.7
All the above-mentioned combs from Romuliana are
included in the catalogue with information concerning
museum inventory and circumstances of discovery and
with detailed descriptions and relevant analogies.
CATALOGUE 8
Type VI – three-partite unilateral combs made of
antler and with triangular handle decorated with the
horse protomes
1. National Museum in Zaje~ar, inv. G/1921,
Tower 19, Segment II, layer D.
Three-partite antler comb with single row of teeth
and triangular handle decorated with the horse protomes. The platings are fixed with four iron rivets and
decorated on both sides. In the central zone is engraved
a motif of concentric circles with dot-in-circle in the
middle and in the central zone a pair of »eyelets« to the
left and right was added. One rivet above and one rivet
below the central ornament complete the decoration.
The comb was found in a matching case of rectangular
shape with horse protomes on the shorter sides. The
case is decorated with concentric circles; three motifs
consisting of three circles with dots in the centre are
joined with tangent lines creating thus the running
spiral motif. The sides of the case are joined together
with two iron rivets in place of the eyes of the horses.
Under the protomes on the comb and on the case are
circular perforations, which could have been used for
attaching metal suspension loops.
Dimensions of comb 7.9 x 6.8 x 6.8 cm; dimensions
of case 9.4 x 1.8 cm.
Analogies Diana, ^ezava – Castrum Novae (Petkovi}: 1999, 216, 227–228, Fig. 1, 1–2, 4–5); Ju`ac –
Sopo}ani (Popovi} M. 1987: 116–117, Fig. 4); Pernik
(Ljubenova 1981: 162, Fig. 99, 1–2) ; Iatrus (Gomolka
1967: 339, Abb. 60); Lébeny (Pusztai 1966: 116, Abb. 7);
Trier – Treveris, two specimens, Civitas Argentoratensium – Strassburg, Mogontiacum – Mainz, Champlien,
Augst, cases decorated with horses’ protomes (Petkovi}
1999: 216, Map 1); Furfooz – four combs with cases
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decorated with horses’ protomes (Nenquin 1953: 69–72,
E 3, T. IX, 3, E 4, T. IX, 4, E 5, T. IX, 5, E 6, T. IX, 6,
E 7, T. X, 1).
Date: end of 4th – beginning of 5th century (phase I)
Literature: Petkovi} 2003, 39–40, Sl. 13.
Fig. 2. 1; Fig. 14
2. National Museum in Zaje~ar, inv. G/1487,
Thermae sector, apodyterium, layer D.
Three-partite comb made of antler with single row
of teeth and triangular handle decorated with the horse
protomes. One protome is missing and the teeth are much
damaged. The handle platings are fixed with three
bronze rivets. On one side of the comb the plating is decorated with three engraved »eyelets«. The horse’s eye
on the preserved protome is depicted by dot-in-circle
and the mane by transversal incisions.
Dimensions 4.7 x 4.2 cm
Analogies are the same as for the preceding specimen
Date: middle – second half of the 5th century
(phase III)
Literature: Petkovi} 1999, 216–218, Map 1, I List,
Table 1; @ivi} 2003, 110, Cat. 139.
Fig. 2. 2; Fig. 13.

Type VII, variant 1 – three-partite unilateral antler
comb with semicircular handle
3. National Museum in Zaje~ar, inv. G/1919,
Tower 19, Segment IV, layer E under dry masonry,
in the soot.
Three-partite antler comb with single row of teeth
and semicircular handle with saddle-like endings. The
teeth are partially damaged. The handle platings are
attached with five bronze rivets on the semicircular part
and with four rivets on the rectangular part next to the
teeth. They are decorated on both sides of the comb with
engraved circles around the rivets, with two horizontal
engraved lines on the semicircular part and one line on
the rectangular part of the handle. There is also a small
circular perforation for attaching the metal suspension
loop near the top of the semicircular part. The middle
part of the comb with teeth is of trapezoid shape.
Dimensions 7 x 5.4 cm

7

Petkovi}, @ivi} 2006, 142–143, T. III, 1–2.
Typology was established on the basis of finds from the
territory of Upper Moesia (Petkovi} 1995).
8
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Fig. 3. The bell-shaped comb (Cat. 3) in situ, Tower 19, segment II, leyer E
Fig. 4. The bell-shaped comb (Cat. 5) in situ, Tower 19, segment II, layer C near pilaster 2
Sl. 3. ^e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom (kat. 3) in situ, Kula 19, segment II, sloj E.
Sl. 4. ^e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom (kat. 5) in situ, Kula 19, segment II, sloj C uz stubac 2, sa istoka.

Analogies: Intercisa (Alföldi 1957, 480, Abb. 110;
Bíró 1994, 96, No. 428, Pl. XLVII, 428); Sapaja – Translederata – five specimens (Dimitrijevi} 1984, 50, T. 50;
Petkovi} 1995, 27–28, tip VII, var. 1 a, kat. 102–105,
T. IX, 1, IV), Heraclea Lyncestis (Janakievski 1987,
94–95, T. XI); Tírgºor (Diaconu 1965, 102–104, M. 79,
2, Pl. LXXXV, M. 105, 2, Pl. XCI, M. 181, 4, Pl. CXII,
M. 264, 8, Pl. CXXVII, M. 277, 10, Pl. CXXXI);
Spanþov (Mitrea–Preda 1966, M. 12, Fig. 11,2; M. 13,
Fig. 11, 1, M. 22, Fig. 40); Mihãlãºeni (ªovan 1999,
14, Type 3, d, Fig. 3, 1); ^ernjahov (Petrov 1964,
108–110, Sl. 13, 15; Nikitina 1969, 159, tip III, var. 2b,
Sl. 10, G–264); Maslov (Petrov 1964 A, 138–139, G–69,
Sl. 6, 14); Oselivka (Nikitina 1988, 17, G–9, T. 5, 6).
Date: final quarter of the 4th century (phase I)
Literature: Petkovi} 2003, 37, Sl. 1–2.
Fig. 2. 3; Fig. 5.
4. National Museum in Zaje~ar, inv. G/1920,
Segment II, Tower 19, layer E.
Three-partite antler comb with single row of teeth
and semicircular handle. The teeth of uneven thickness
are damaged. The platings on the semicircular section
of the handle is attached with one bronze rivet and on
the rectangular part there is one rivet at one end and
three rivets (one on top of the other) on the other end.
One horizontal groove and one eccentrically placed dot-in-circle are near the top of semicircular handle. On
this part of the handle are also two small perforations,

which might have been used for attaching metal suspension loops. The middle segment of the comb with
teeth consists of two panels of different thickness.
Dimensions 5.8 x 5.8 cm
Analogies are the same as for the cat. no. 3
Date: final quarter of the 4th century (phase I)
Note: this comb was remodeled from a bigger comb
of the same type
Literature: Petkovi} 2003, 37, Sl. 3.
Fig. 2. 4; Fig. 6
5. National Museum in Zaje~ar, inv. G/1918,
Tower 19, Segment II, level c, in the soot.
Three-partite antler comb with single row of teeth
and semicircular handle with saddle-like endings. The
platings of the handle are fixed with five bronze rivets on
the semicircular part and five rivets on the rectangular
part next to the teeth. They are decorated on both sides
with geometric motif consisting of double dotted line
along the edge of platings, eight »eyelets« radially arranged on the semicircular handle and series of eight »eyelets« on the rectangular part next to the teeth. The middle
part of the comb with the teeth is of trapezoid shape.
The teeth are partially damaged.
Dimensions 10.2 x 7 cm
Analogies: Köln – Colonia Iulia Agripiensis (Thomas 1960, 106–107, Typ III, Donaulandische Var, No.
40); Komárom (Thomas 1960, 106–107, Typ III, Donaulandische Var, No. 41, Abb. 51); Tokod (Kelemen 1981,
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Fig. 5. The bell-shaped comb from Tower 19 (Cat. 3)
Fig. 6. The repared bell-shaped comb from Tower 19 (Cat. 4)
Sl. 5. ^e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom iz Kule 19 (kat. 3).
Sl. 6. Prera|en ~e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom iz Kule 19 (kat. 4)

Abb. 52); Slobozia – Chiºcãreni (Levinschi 1999, 28–29,
Abb. 6, 2–3, G–20, G–25).
Date: first half of the 5th century (phase II).
Literature: Petkovi} 2003, 38, Sl. 4.
Fig. 2. 5; Fig. 7.
6. National Museum in Zaje~ar, inv. G/483,
Palace II sector, to the south of the temple of Cybele,
in the northern section.
Three-partite antler comb with single row of teeth
and semicircular handle with saddle-like endings. One
end of the handle and teeth are damaged. The platings
of the handle are attached by four bronze rivets on the
semicircular part and five rivets on the rectangular part
next to the teeth. They are decorated on both sides of
the comb with a horizontal engraved line on the semicircular handle and next to the teeth, with engraved
small circles around the rivets and one dot-in-circle on
the rectangular part of the plating.
Dimensions 4.6 x 4.3 cm
Date: end of the 4th – beginning of the 5th century
(phase I)
Analogies are the same as for the specimen cat. no. 3
Literature: @ivi} 2003, 109, Cat. 134.
Fig. 2. 6; Fig. 8.
7. National Museum in Zaje~ar, inv. G/482,
Palace II sector, to the south of the temple of Cybele,
in the northern section.
Two fragments of three-partite antler comb with
single row of teeth and semicircular handle with saddlelike endings. One end-piece of the comb is damaged
and semicircular part of one of the platings is missing.
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The strengtheners were fixed with five bronze rivets
on the semicircular part (preserved two) and with six on
the rectangular part next to the teeth (preserved four).
The plating is decorated on the semicircular part with
series of »eyelets« along the edge and in the middle with
the vertical row of the same motif. The rectangular part
of the plating is decorated with a horizontal row of
»eyelets«. The rivets were also elements of the comb
decoration together with the engraved motif.
Dimensions 4.4 x 5 cm
Date: end of the 4th – beginning of the 5th century
(phase I)
Analogies are the same as for the specimen cat. no. 5.
Note: Dimensions of the preserved part of the object
(Inv. G/482) are 4.4 x 3.6 cm but it was subsequently
discovered that object inventoried as pendant (Inv.
G/470) is in fact part of this comb.
Literature: @ivi} 2003, 108, 123, Cat. 133, Cat. 193.
Fig. 2. 7; Fig. 9
8. National Museum in Zaje~ar, C–477/05,
Thermae sector, sq. K XXIV, layer E
Three-partite antler comb with single row of teeth
and semicircular handle. The teeth are partially damaged.
The platings on the semicircular part is attached with
four bronze rivets arranged in the cruciform pattern
and on the rectangular part along the teeth there are two
bronze rivets at each end respectively. The patina from
the rivets colored the surface of platings green. The middle part of the comb with teeth is of trapezoid shape.
Dimensions 9 x 6.2 cm
Analogies: ^ezava – Castrum Novae, Ravna –
Campsa (Petkovi} 1995, 27–28, tip VII, var. 1 b–c,
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Fig. 7. The bell-shaped comb from Tower 19 (Cat. 5)
Fig. 8. The bell-shaped comb from the Sektor of Palace II (Cat. 6)
Fig. 9. The fragmented bell-shaped comb from the Sektor of Palace II (Cat. 7)
Sl. 7. ^e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom iz kule 19 (kat. 5)
Sl. 8. ^e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom sa Sektora palate II (kat. 6)
Sl. 9. Fragmentovan ~e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom sa Sektora palate II (kat. 7)

kat. 106, 108, T. IX, 2–3; Csákvar (Sálamon–Barkóci
1971, Abb. 7, 3, G–11); Tokod (Kelemen 1981, Abb.
53); Tirgºor (Diaconu 1965, Pl. CIV, 10); Fintinele –
»Rit« (Marinescu–Gaiu 1989, Abb. 5, G–8); Callatis
(Preda 1980, 61, Pl. LII, 11, M. 17); Mihãlãºeni (ªovan
1999, 21–22, Fig. 3, 11, second half of the 4th–5th century (phases II–III); Slobozia – Chiºcãreni (Levinschi
1999: 28–29, Abb. 6, 4, G–39); ^ernjahov (Petrov 1964,
108–110, Sl. 13, 20); Furmanovka (Symonovi~ 1988,
Sl. 4, 3, G–2, Sl. 5, 5, G–3, Sl. 11, 4, G–20).
Date: final quarter of the 4th – beginning of the 5th
century (phase I).
Unpublished
Fig. 2. 8; Fig. 11.

9. National Museum in Zaje~ar, C–679/04,
Thermae sector, sq. K XXIV, pit 3 (layer D?)
Three-partite antler comb with single row of teeth
and semicircular handle. The platingss are damaged and
the teeth are missing. On the semicircular part the plating is attached with one rivet and on the rectangular
part next to the teeth with five iron rivets. Lateral sides of
the rectangular part are slanting and lateral sides of the
middle segment of the comb with teeth are concave.
Dimensions 10.2 x 7.7 cm
Analogies are the same as for the specimen cat. no. 8
Date: middle – third quarter of the 5th century (phase III)
Unpublished
Fig. 2. 9; Fig. 12.
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The antler combs with bell-shaped platings that
have saddle-like endings and arched handle are characteristic of the Chernyahov–Sîntana de Mureº culture,
the bearers of which were the Goths along with other
ethnic groups. They are typical finds in the graves of
this culture distributed from the north Black Sea coast
via Ukraine to the south Russia in the north and over
the territory of present-day Romania to the Danube and
the Tami{ River in the west. These combs were produced within the central territory of the Chernyahov
culture throughout the entire 4th century. However, this
type did not appear on the right Danube bank, i.e. in
the territory of the Roman empire, before the second
half of the 4th century when the contacts with »barbarians« on the left bank had become more intensive.9
Our specimens arrived at Romuliana after the battle of
Adrianople, i.e. only from AD 380–382 when larger
groups of Goths were permitted to settle in the territory
of the Empire. This does not mean that they had not
been made earlier within the territory of the Chernyahov
culture from whence the new settlers brought them to
Romuliana. It concerns first of all the remodelled comb
(Fig. 2. 4, Fig. 6), which had been in use for a rather
long time.
These small-sized combs could not have been used
for combing hair but they could have been used to hold
the coiffure in place. It is interesting that Roman soldiers
also used to wear long hair in Late Roman times under
the influence of »barbarian« fashion. As the Eastern
Germans believed that the strength of a man, especially
a warrior, was in his hair the comb was an important
cult object. Because it was in contact with the hair, the
comb had many magical functions, first of all a protective one. Thus, small combs with a single row of
teeth were for that reason most probably always worn
in the hair, attached to the belt or on a string around the
neck as is suggested by the small holes for pulling
through metal suspension loops encountered also on
the specimens from Romuliana (Fig. 2. 1, 3–4; Fig. 5–6;
Fig. 14). Ultimately, the owner of the comb did not part
from his amulet even after death and was often buried
with it.10
Therefore, combs as personal objects were probably
kept at least during one’s lifespan and it is possible that
some specimens believed to have exceptional powers
were inherited. Thus the comb could have been in use
during one or two human life spans, i.e. 50 to 100 years
on condition that it was not damaged. Therefore, it is
quite possible that combs made in the territory of Chernyahov–Sîntana de Mureº culture in the beginning of
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Fig. 10. The bell-shaped comb (Cat. 8) in situ,
the Sektor of Barhs, kv. K XXIV, leyer E
Sl. 10. ^e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom (kat. 8) in situ,
Sektor termi, kv. K XXIV, sloj E

the 4th century arrived at Romuliana in the end of that
century and finally were found in the horizon dating
from the end of the 4th – first half of the 5th century.
However, some of the combs with a single row of teeth
and semicircular handle were produced in the local
workshop at Romuliana that is identified on the basis
of large amount of semi finished objects, raw material
and leavings of antler in the Late Roman layers dating
from the end of 4th and the 5th century.11 I have in mind
first of all the specimens found in the Thermae sector
(Fig. 2. 8–9; Fig. 11–12) that differ typologically and
in size from the earlier combs but also the comb decorated with dotted ornaments and engraved »eyelets« from
Tower 19 (Fig. 2. 5; Fig. 7). These combs found in the
5th century layers represent the regression of the threepartite unilateral combs and they were produced under
the influence of the Chernyahov traditions.
The unilateral combs with triangular handle and
the case decorated with horse protomes are functionally similar to the previous type. This kind of Roman
antler comb made under »barbarian« influence is connected with the cavalry units of the provincial army,

9

Petkovi} 1995, 120–121.
See the catalogue for many analogies originating from the
necropoles of the Chernyahov–Sîntana de Mureº culture.
11 I think that workshops were located in the eastern section
of Romuliana fortification considering the concentration of objects,
raw material and semi finished objects of antler within Palace II
sector, East Gate sector and the Thermae sector.
10
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Fig. 11. The bell-shaped comb from the Sektor of Baths (Cat. 8)
Fig. 12. The bell-shaped comb from the pit 3/04, the Sektor of Baths (Cat. 9)
Sl. 11. ^e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom sa Sektora termi (kat. 8).
Sl. 12. ^e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom iz jame 3/04, Sektor termi (kat. 9)

equites pseudocomitatenses, recruited among the German foederati. The combs of this type were insignia and
designations of rank of the commanders of these units
as well as the fibulae of the swastika shape decorated
with the horse protomes.12 In the area of eastern Illyricum, where Romuliana was located, the equites pseudocomitatenses were guarding the roads and fortified
towns in the Timok valley from the year 380 to the
transition from the 4th into the 5th century, i.e. until the
year 408 at the latest.13
As has been mentioned, all three-partite antler combs
were found in the layers of the Late Roman horizon in
Romuliana dating from the final quarter of the 4th and
from the 5th century and identified on the basis of archaeological excavations conducted at this site.14 This horizon consists of three phases with corresponding levels
and layers, so phase 1 dates from the final quarter of
the 4th and the beginning of the 5th century; phase 2
from the first half of the 5th century and phase 3 from
the middle – second half of the 5th century.
Phase 1 developed during the final quarter of the
4th century, after the battle of Adrianople in 378 when
the Romans suffered a defeat at the hands of the united
barbarians, Goths, Huns and Alanes and emperor Valens
was killed in the battle. His heir Theodosius I, the emperor of the Eastern Empire, after continuing battles
against the barbarian groups from 380 to 382 established peace and allowed the Goths to settle in the Danubean provinces as foederati. Also, some of the barbarians were accepted in the auxiliary units of the Roman

army and settled within the Empire on the war-devastated lands. After the year 382 Romuliana known at
that time as Romulianum, which was an imperial property was inhabited by the newly arrived barbarians
but also by the local population from the neighbouring
villages (vici, pagi). The earlier investigations of Romuliana in the Palace I sector and Palace II sector revealed the horizon from the end of 4th – first half of the
5th century with many reconstructions of the structures
of the Galerius’ palace, a number of economic structures built of dry masonry and the newly built basilica15
while the more recent investigations extra muros
brought to light a large cemetery from the final quarter
of the 4th – beginning of the 5th century that spread to
the south of the fortification.16
The second phase dates most probably from the beginning of the 5th century after the Uldis’ Huns invaded
the territory of Dacia Ripensis in 408–409 and when
the near-by fortification Castra Martis was destroyed.17
This attack of »barbarians« also endangered Romulia-

12

Petkovi} 1999, 223–226.
Petrovi} 1995, 56; Petkovi} 1998, 226–228.
14 Jankovi} 1983, 107–109; Petkovi} 2004, 129–138; Petkovi}
2006, 40.
15 Jankovi} 1983, 98–106; Petkovi} 2004, 127–153; @ivi},
Petkovi} 2004, 19–28; Petkovi}, @ivi} 2005, 32–37.
16 Segment of this necropolis investigated in the 2006 campaign
indicate the »barbarized« military population on the basis of the
grave assemblages.
13
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Fig. 13. The comb of triangular shape ornamented with horses’ protomes, the Sektor of Baths,
apodyterium, leyer D (Cat. 2)
Fig. 14. The comb of triangular shape with case, ornamented with horses’ protomes,
Tower 19, segment II, leyer D (Cat. 1)
Sl. 13. ^e{aq sa trostranom dr{kom ukra{enom kowskim protomima iz sloja D
u apoditerijumu termi, Sektor termi (kat. 2)
Sl. 14. ^e{aq sa trostranom dr{kom i futrolom ukra{enom kowskim protomima iz sloja D
u segmentu 2, Kula 19 (kat. 1)

num as is confirmed by a layer of conflagration inside
the fortification. However, life continued within the
fortification until the catastrophe in 441–443 when the
invasion of Attila’s Huns destroyed the Danube frontier
and devastated the entire Balkans. At that time Romulianum, a settlement of merchants and artisans with a
small cavalry unit of auxilia was destroyed.
The third phase is dated to the mid to late 5th century after the invasion of Huns in 441–443. The intensive layer dating from the second half of the 5th century
was established by the destruction and devastation of
the Later Roman buildings within the fortification. Life
at Romuliana continued during that period outside the
ramparts while the fortification was from time to time
used as refugium as it is confirmed by the graves dug in
tower 1918 and the remains of structures, pits and hearths
encountered in the Thermae sector.
The finds of three-partite antler combs with a single
row of teeth prove the continuity of the population of
the Late Roman Romuliana from the final quarter of the
4th to the mid to late 5th century considering their ethnic
and also social characteristics. I think that this population resulted from a symbiosis of the arriving »barbarians« from the left bank of the Danube, first of all the
Goths and the autochthonous population, which was also

STARINAR LVI/2006.

to a degree settled here from Dacia at the end of the 3rd
century. In any case, in such an established group with a
strong military, i.e. warrior component the above described combs retained their importance until the end of the
5th century when radical changes denoting the beginning
of the Early Byzantine period took place at Romuliana.
This is not the case at other sites in our country, first of
all in the fortifications on the Danube limes where such
comb types appear in a limited time interval, from the
final quarter of the 4th – beginning of the 5th century, and
in any case not after the invasion of the Huns in 441.19 I
believe, therefore, that the population of Romuliana lived
in a local, rather isolated and self-sufficient community.
This opens up the question of the character of the settlement established in the final quarter of the 4th century
within the fortified imperial palace at Gamzigrad which
without doubt also had a defensive character.

17 The ruins of this fortification around 30 kilometers far from
Romuliana have been recorded in the present-day Kula in Bulgaria.
18 Petkovi} 2004, 136.
19 Petkovi} 1995, 124–125; Petkovi} 1999, 218, 227–228,
Table 1.
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JEDNOREDNI ^E[QEVI OD JELEWEG ROGA
SA ROMULIJANE
Istra`ivawima na Romulijani, u slojevima kasnoanti~kog
horizonta s kraja IV – sredine/druge polovine V veka, na|eno je devet troslojnih ~e{qeva sa jednim redom zubaca od
jeleweg roga (Sl. 2. 1–9). Oni su na|eni na tri sektora na
ovom nalazi{tu (Sl. 1): ~etiri primerka u ju`noj kuli zapadne kapije mla|eg utvr|ewa, Kuli 19, dva na Sektoru palate II, ju`no od Kibelinog hrama i tri na Sektoru termi
u jugoisto~nom delu utvr|ewa.
Pomenuti ~e{qevi mogu se svrstati u dva tipa: tip
troslojnih, jednorednih ~e{qeva sa polukru`nom dr{kom
(Petkovi} ~e{aq tip VII) i tip troslojnih, jednorednih
~e{qeva sa trostranom dr{kom ukra{enom kowskim protomima (Petkovi} ~e{aq tip VI). Tip VII (Sl. 2. 3–9), u
provincijama na tlu Gorwe Mezije (Moesia I, Dacia Ripensis, Dacia Mediterranea, Dardania), generalno se datuje u IV
– prvu polovinu V veka. ^e{qevi sa kowskim protomima,
tip VI (Sl. 2. 1–2), datuju se u pomenutim provincijama u
posledwu ~etvrtinu IV – po~etak V veka, odnosno bli`e
380–408. godine.
Analizom jednorednih ~e{qeva od jeleweg roga sa Romulijane izdvojene su dve grupe: starija, sa primercima sa
polukru`nom dr{kom sa sedlastim zavr{ecima, nastalim
u okviru kulture ^erwahov–Sintana de Mure{ (Sl. 2. 3,
5–7; Sl. 5–8), i mla|a, sa primercima sa polukru`nom dr{kom (Sl. 2. 8–9; Sl. 10; Sl. 12) ili trostranom dr{kom
ukra{enom kowskim protomima (Sl. 2, 1–2; Sl. 13–14). ^e{qevi druge grupe, nastali pod »varvarskim« uticajem,
najverovatnije su izra|ivani u radionicama Romulijane,
sobzirom na veliku koncentraciju predmeta, sirovina i
poluproizvoda od jeleweg roga u isto~nom delu utvr|ewa.
Treba pomenuti jedinstven nalaz prera|enog ~e{qa sa
polukru`nom dr{kom sa sedlastim zavr{ecima u mali ~e{aq sa polukru`nom dr{kom (Sl. 2. 4; Sl. 6), {to je po mom
saznawu jedini konstatovan slu~aj. Ceo ~e{aq je smawen,
tako {to su oplate skra}ene, luk dr{ke je opse~en, te se ukrasni `qeb na{ao uz samu gorwu ivicu. Umetnuta je nova
plo~ica sa zupcima, verovatno jer su se stari o{tetili.
Ona je neve{to uklopqena uz postoje}u plo~icu sa zupcima, pre svega jer su razli~ite debqine, a i gustina zubaca
nije simetri~na. ^e{aq je spojen je sa pet bronzanih zakivaka, i to jedan na lu~noj dr{ci, jedan na delu oplate iznad
starih zubaca i tri, jedan preko drugog, na strani oplate
gde su umetnuti novi zupci. Na ovom mestu oplata je pukla
pri rekonstrukciji zbog ve}e debqine sredi{weg sloja, te
je »majstor« zato pri~vrstio sa vi{e zakivaka. Na lu~noj
dr{ci su vidqive dve rupice od starih zakivaka, koje su posle popravke ~e{qa slu`ile za ka~ewe na alku ili uzicu.

Zanimqiv je i ostatak ukrasa na oplati – jedno »okce« i
kru`i} sa »okcem« u sredini, potpuno ekcentri~no postavqeni u odnosu na smawenu oplatu.
Ovi ~e{qevi, zbog malih dimenzija, nisu mogli da se
koriste za ~e{qawe kose, ali su mogli pri~vr{}ivati frizuru. Zanimqivo je da su dugu kosu, pod uticajem »varvarskog« ukusa, u kasnoj antici nosili i pripadnici rimske
vojske. Kako je kod isto~nih Germana postojalo verovawe
da je snaga ~oveka, pre svega ratnika, pohrawena u kosi, ~e{aq je bio zna~ajan kultni predmet. On je, zbog dodira sa
kosom, imao niz magijskih funkcija, pre svega za{titnu.
Zato su mali ~e{qevi sa jednim redom zubaca, najverovatnije, stalno no{eni u kosi, zaka~eni za pojas, ili na uzici
oko vrata, o ~emi svedo~e rupice za provla~ewe metalnih
alki za ka~ewe i na primercima sa Romulijane (Sl. 5–6;
Sl. 13–14). Na kraju, ni posle smrti se vlasnik ~e{qa nije odvajao od svog amuleta i ~esto je sa wim sahrawivan.
Rimski jednoredni ~e{qevi sa trostranom dr{kom i
futrolom ukra{enom kowskim protomima, nastali pod »varvarskim« uticajem, povezani su sa kowi~kim odredima provincijske vojske, equites pseudocomitatenses. Oni su bili insignije i oznake ~ina zapovednika pomenutih jedinica, kao
i fibule u obliku svastike ukra{ene kowskim protomima. U
Isto~nom Iliriku, gde se nalazila Romulijana, equites pseudocomitatenses su obezbe|ivali puteve i utvr|ene gradove
od 380 do prelaza IV u V vek, a najkasnije do 408. godine.
Nalazi troslojnih jednorednih ~e{qeva od jeleweg
roga sa Romulijane svedo~e o kontinuitetu stanovni{tva
kasnoanti~kog perioda na ovom lokalitetu od posledwe ~etvrtine IV do kraja V veka. Romulianum V veka bio je naseqen »varvarima«, nosiocima kulture ^erwahov Sintana
de Mure{, pre svega Gotima, koje je Teodosije I primio na
teritoriju Carstva 380–382. godine i autohtonim stanovni{tvom iz ruralne okoline Galerijeve palate. Simbiozom ove dve populacije, nastalo je stanovni{tvo, koje je izme|u ostalog, imalo afinitet ka jednorednim ~e{qevima
od jeleweg roga.
Utvr|eno naseqe na Gamzigradu pretrpelo je tokom V veka u dva maha napade Huna: 408 pod vo|stvom Uldisa, posle
razarawa utrvr|ewa Castra Martis, dana{qa Kula u Bugarskoj, i 441/443. Atilinu invaziju na teritoriju Carstva posle sloma Dunavskog limesa. Ipak, `ivot se nastavio na sli~an na~in u Romulijani, sve do kraja V veka, kada su ranovizantijski carevi Anastazije i/ili Justin I na Gamzigradu
podigli naseqe sasvim druga~ijeg karaktera. Pitawe o funkciji kasnoanti~ke Romulijane, nastale na carskom posedu
u posledwoj ~etvrtini IV veka, za sada ostaje bez odgovora.

